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our knowledge should begin, and in these things be laid
the foundation, and not in the abstract notions of logic and
metaphysics, which are fitter to amuse than inform the
understanding in its first setting out towards knowledge.'
If a man cannot be got who speaks good Latin, then we
are to adopt the plan of having literal translations,
printed word for word, and line for line. This method
has been very generally adopted since Locke's time, and
usually bears the name of Hamilton. Locf e shows the
same confidence in the employment of the senses in
another passage. * The globes must be studied, and that
diligently, and I think may be begun betimes if the tutor
will be but careful to distinguish what the child is
capable of knowing and what not; for which this may be
a rule that perhaps will go a pretty way, viz., that chil-
dren may be taught anything which falls under their
senses, especially their sight, as far as their memories
only are exercised. And thus a child very young may
learn which is the sequator, and which is the meridian,
which Europe and which England, upon the globes,
as soon almost as he knows the rooms of the*house he
lives in, if care be taken not t« teach him too much at
once, nor to set him upon a new part till that which he
is upon be perfectly learned and fixed in his memory.1
This method of object-teaching is perhaps the greatest
service which the naturalistic school has rendered to the
cause of education. Hinted at by Rabelais and Locke,
still more largely developed by Rousseau, it has received
in the last century a more accurate and scientific form,
and is probably destined to become the source of a
new curriculum in which literature will only hold a^
secondary place.
To encourage independence of thought rather than
to amass a quantity of learning, to direct study rather to

